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Abstract

We study optimal bundling when consumers differ in one dimension. We intro-

duce a partial order on the set of bundles defined by (i) set inclusion and (ii) sales

volumes (if sold alone and priced optimally). We show that if the undominated bun-

dles with respect to this partial order are nested, then nested bundling (tiered pricing)

is optimal. We characterize which nested menu is optimal: Selling a given menu of

nested bundles is optimal if a smaller bundle in (out of) the menu sells more (less)

than a bigger bundle in the menu. We present three applications of these insights:

the first two connect optimal bundling and quality design to price elasticities and

cost structures; the last one establishes a necessary and sufficient condition for costly

screening to be optimal when a principal can use both price and nonprice screening

instruments.
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1 Introduction

A common bundling strategy is to create nested bundles: A higher-tier bundle includes

all the items in a lower-tier bundle. This strategy, also called tiered pricing, is widely

adopted across various industries, including software companies (e.g. Slack), streaming

services (e.g. Netflix), and e-commerce platforms (e.g. Shopify).1 Several questions arise:

When is such a strategy profit-maximizing? Which items to package in one tier versus

another tier? How many tiers are optimal? Even though these questions seem to be

fundamental, relatively little is known because characterizations for optimal bundling

are generally intractable (Rochet and Stole 2003).2

In this paper, we answer these questions when consumers differ in one dimension.

This dimension could represent, for instance, income levels in retail pricing or enterprise

complexity in enterprise pricing. We allow the consumers to have general non-additive

values (in particular, heterogeneous preferences over different items, and complementary

or substitutable preferences across different items). We allow the seller to have arbitrary

costs for producing different bundles. Even though we assume one-dimensional hetero-

geneity, our bundling problem is a multidimensional screening problem because there

are multiple instruments (allocations of different bundles).

We introduce a partial order on the set of bundles: A bundle b1 is dominated pĺq by an-

other bundle b2 if (i) b1 is a subset of b2 and (ii) b1 has a lower sales volume than b2 when

both are sold alone at their respective monopoly prices. This partial order can be read-

ily determined by examining the demand curve for each bundle separately. However, it

turns out that this simple partial order, under quasi-concavity assumptions, characterizes

the optimal bundling strategy.

Our first main result (Theorem 1) shows that if the undominated bundles are nested

(the nesting condition), then nested bundling is optimal. Our second main result (The-

orem 2) characterizes which nested menu is optimal: Selling a given menu of nested

bundles is optimal if a smaller bundle in (out of) the menu sells more (less) than a bigger

bundle in the menu, where sales volumes are measured when bundles are sold alone. We

also present a partial converse (Corollary 2): If nested bundling is optimal, then the min-

imal optimal menu must include (i) the best-selling bundle as the smallest bundle in the

menu, and (ii) the grand bundle as the least-selling bundle in the menu.3

1For instance, Slack offers four service tiers — Free, Pro, Business+, and Enterprise Grid — each of
which includes all the features of the previous tier (Slack 2022).

2For instance, the optimal mechanism for selling two goods with additive, independent values remains
unknown except for some special cases (Carroll 2017).

3Both “best-selling” and “least-selling” refer to sales volumes when bundles are sold alone. Under
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We present three applications of our main result. The first two applications connect

the key demand parameters (price elasticities) and supply parameters (cost structures)

to the structure of optimal bundling and quality discrimination. The third application

shows how our bundling result also delivers insights into other multidimensional mech-

anism design problems, in particular screening with price and nonprice instruments.

In the first application, we provide a sufficient condition for our nesting condition in

terms of price elasticities and further characterize the optimal menu (see Section 5.1).

Specifically, we introduce the union elasticity condition which states that if the demand

curves for two different bundles are both elastic at a certain quantity, then the demand

curve for their union is also elastic at that quantity. Assuming zero marginal costs, we

show that this condition implies the nesting condition, which then implies the optimality

of nested bundling by our main result. We also show that, in a precise sense, the optimal

menu can be iteratively constructed by using items with a more elastic demand curve as

the “basic items” and items with a more inelastic demand curve as the “upgrade items”

(Proposition 1). In this case, if sold alone, a large bundle has a sales volume lower than

its elastic items but higher than its inelastic items. The full characterization of optimal

mechanisms enables comparative statics analysis. We find that as the dispersion of values

for one item increases, the monopolist switches the tiers of different items and adopts a

menu size that is U -shaped in the dispersion parameter (Proposition 2). These compar-

ative statics results differ significantly from those in the standard quality-differentiated

goods model, such as in Johnson and Myatt (2006), as our model allows for a much richer

set of preferences (see Remark 9).

In fact, the quality-differentiated goods model (a la Mussa and Rosen 1978) is a special

case of our model where there are no heterogeneous relative preferences (see Section 5.2).

Our second application shows that, even in this well-studied special case, our result yields

new insights by providing a new characterization of the optimal menu (Proposition 3).

Using this characterization, we can hold the price elasticities of different qualities con-

stant and study the effects of cost structures on the optimal quality design. We show

that the optimal menu of qualities can be characterized by the lower increasing envelope

of the average cost curve (Proposition 4). This result turns out to (i) generalize a find-

ing by Johnson and Myatt (2003) and (ii) refine their intuition about when segmenting

markets is profitable (see Remark 10). On a technical level, the reason why our results

are new even for one-dimensional screening problems is that we impose much weaker

“regularity” assumptions compared to the textbook treatment. This generality allows for

the optimal menu of bundles, the grand bundle may or may not be bought by the smallest fraction of
consumers.
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various forms of “bunching”, which are ruled out by standard assumptions but can be

characterized by our notion of dominance (see Remark 11).

Our bundling result also provides insights into other multidimensional mechanism

design problems. In the third application, building on a connection between bundling

and costly screening from Yang (2022), we use our main result to characterize when costly

screening is optimal for a principal who can use both price and nonprice instruments

such as wait time (see Section 5.3). We obtain (see Proposition 5) a necessary and suffi-

cient condition for the optimality of costly screening when the agent has “negatively cor-

related preferences” (higher types have higher disutilities), complementing Yang (2022),

which shows that costly screening is always suboptimal when the agent has “positively

correlated preferences” (higher types have lower disutilities). Our result shows that, in

a precise sense, costly screening is optimal if and only if there exists a costly action such

that the elasticity of disutility with respect to consumers’ types exceeds a threshold (see

Remark 13).

Discussion of Intuition. We now present the key intuition behind our main result (see

Section 3.4 for a detailed discussion).

Suppose that we have two items t1,2u and that costs are zero. Suppose further that

there are only two possible bundles t1u and t1,2u in the market, whose marginal revenue

curves (when sold alone) are given in Figure 1a. Because consumers differ in one dimen-

sion, we can arrange them along a common quantity axis, as in Figure 1a, with consumers

positioned toward the right end having lower values for the bundles. Starting from the

right end of the quantity axis, we see that selling to these low-type consumers results in

a negative marginal revenue for both bundles t1u and t1,2u. This is the case until we

reach quantity D˚pt1,2uq, the point at which the MR curve of bundle t1,2u crosses zero

(i.e. the sales volume when sold alone). From this point on, there is a positive marginal

revenue for selling bundle t1,2u to consumers. At the same time, from this point on, the

marginal revenue for selling the smaller bundle t1u to these consumers is always lower.

Noting that the total revenue from any implementable assignments will be the sum of the

integrals of the respective MR curves,4 we can see that the optimal strategy is to always

sell the bigger bundle t1,2u to consumers located to the left of the quantity D˚pt1,2uq,

which can be implemented by simply posting the usual monopoly price for bundle t1,2u.

Now, suppose that bundle t2u can be also sold in the market. If the MR curve for

the smaller bundle t2u also relates to the MR curve for the bigger bundle t1,2u in this

way, then the same argument implies that selling only the bundle t1,2u is optimal even

4This fact is a consequence of the revenue equivalence theorem (see Section 4).
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(a) MR curves under t1u ĺ t1,2u (b) MR curves under t1u ĺ t1,2u, t2u ⪯̸ t1,2u

Figure 1: Illustration of the marginal revenue curves

when all three bundles can be sold in the market. Of course, that need not be the case,

as Figure 1b illustrates. But we can still start with the right end of the quantity axis,

“climb up” the MR curves, and attempt to sell the bundle with the highest marginal

revenue at that quantity. This strategy, if implementable, will allow us to attain the upper

envelope of the MR curves as depicted by the dotted curve in Figure 1b. This strategy

may not be implementable, though, as there may not exist prices such that all consumers

self-select into exactly the bundles that we want to assign to them. Nevertheless, if the

upper envelope of the MR curves happens to be attained by an assignment rule that is

monotone in the set-inclusion order, then we know that there exist appropriate prices to

implement the assignments (similar to the case of selling a single good in which we know

that monotone allocations can be implemented by prices). This happens to be the case for

Figure 1b, as shown by the depicted bundle assignments. Of course, for the assignment

rule to be monotone, the assigned bundles must necessarily be nested.

A key contribution of this paper is to show that our nesting condition, under quasi-

concavity assumptions, is sufficient for this strategy to work, which automatically gives us

(i) the optimality of nested bundling and (ii) the optimal menu (by “climbing up” the MR

curves). We briefly explain why our nesting condition is sufficient in the two-item case.

Suppose that D˚pt1uq ă D˚pt1,2uq ă D˚pt2uq (in which case the undominated bundles

t2u and t1,2u are nested). We claim that the configuration of MR curves must resemble

Figure 1b. Recall that when the revenue functions are quasi-concave, the MR curves cross

zero once from above. It turns out that, under the standard quasi-concavity assumption

on the revenue function for the incremental bundle, the MR curve of a bigger bundle also
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crosses the MR curve of a smaller bundle at most once from above.5 This implies that,

as Figure 1a shows, the two quantities D˚pt1uq ă D˚pt1,2uq must be located in the region

where the marginal revenue of selling the incremental bundle is positive (i.e. to the left of

the vertical dashed line in Figure 1a). At the same time, because the ordering is reversed,

as Figure 1b shows, the two quantities D˚pt1,2uq ă D˚pt2uq must be located in the region

where the marginal revenue of selling the incremental bundle is negative (i.e. to the right

of the vertical dashed line in Figure 1b). Thus, the upper envelope of the MR curves must

be attained by an implementable allocation rule assigning only nested bundles t2u and

t1,2u. Of course, in the general many-item case, it is impossible to exhaustively list all

possible configurations of the MR curves. We provide the key intuition for the general

case in Section 3.4.

1.1 Related Literature

There is a substantial literature on multidimensional screening and optimal bundling

(beginning with Stigler 1963, Adams and Yellen 1976, McAfee et al. 1989). A general

lesson is that some form of bundling is generically profitable but characterizing optimal

bundling strategies turns out to be very difficult (Armstrong 1996, Rochet and Chone

1998, Carroll 2017). Because of this difficulty, relatively little is known about how opti-

mal bundling strategies depend on economic primitives such as price elasticities and cost

structures. This paper departs from most of the bundling literature which assumes ad-

ditive values and multidimensional heterogeneity (McAfee and McMillan 1988, Manelli

and Vincent 2007, Pavlov 2011, Daskalakis et al. 2017).6 By doing so, we are able to con-

nect the empirically relevant economic primitives to the structure of optimal bundling

strategies and even perform comparative statics analysis.

There is a nascent literature on nested bundling (Bergemann et al. 2022, Yang 2022).

Bergemann et al. (2022) study the additive case and obtain conditions different from ours.

An earlier work by this author introduces a multidimensional screening model with both

price and costly nonprice instruments, and studies nested bundling as one application

(Yang 2022).7 Building on this connection, the present paper proceeds in the reverse

direction, by applying the main bundling result to study costly screening. These two

papers also differ by imposing non-overlapping sets of assumptions, studying exactly the

5This quasi-concavity assumption is stronger than what we actually assume in the model, which is a
local quasi-concavity condition and allows for multiple crossings of the MR curves (see Section 2.1).

6A few papers also study non-additive values, including Long (1984), Armstrong (2013), Haghpanah
and Hartline (2021), Ghili (forthcoming).

7For the literature on costly screening and money burning, see for example Banerjee (1997), Hartline
and Roughgarden (2008), Condorelli (2012), Amador and Bagwell (2013).
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opposite cases in terms of the preferences over costly actions (see Section 5.3).

There is a long-standing literature on the profitability of price discrimination and

more generally the optimality of pure bundling (Stokey 1979, Deneckere and McAfee

1996, Anderson and Dana Jr 2009, Haghpanah and Hartline 2021, Ghili forthcoming).8

Ghili (forthcoming) introduces the use of single-bundle sales volumes to study the op-

timality of pure bundling. Our result nests Ghili (forthcoming) as a special case (see

Remark 4), which in turn generalizes a long line of inquiry on the profitability of price

discrimination (Salant 1989, Deneckere and McAfee 1996, Anderson and Dana Jr 2009).

Importantly, our result pins down the optimal way of price discrimination, beyond the

question of whether price discrimination is profitable.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the model. Sec-

tion 3 presents the main result. Section 4 sketches the proof of the main result. Section 5

presents the applications. Section 6 concludes. Appendix A provides omitted proofs.

2 Model

A monopolist sells n different goods t1, . . . ,nu to a unit mass of consumers.

Consumers have types t P T :“ rt, ts. Types are drawn from a distribution F with a

continuous, positive density f . Type t has value vpb, tq for bundle b P B :“ 2t1,...,nu with

vp∅, tq “ 0. The value function vpb, tq is (i) nondecreasing in b (in the set-inclusion order),

(ii) continuously differentiable in t, and (iii) strictly increasing in t whenever vpb, tq ą 0.

For any stochastic assignment a P ∆pBq, we define vpa, tq :“ Eb„arvpb, tqs. The monopolist

incurs cost Cpbq to produce bundle b with Cp∅q “ 0. We assume that it is efficient for the

highest type t to consume all the items: argmaxbtvpb, tq ´Cpbqu “ b where b :“ t1, . . . ,nu.

The seller wants to maximize expected profits over all stochastic mechanisms. By the

revelation principle, it is without loss of generality to restrict attention to direct mech-

anisms. Specifically, a (stochastic, direct) mechanism is a measurable map pa,pq : T Ñ

∆pBq ˆR that satisfies the usual incentive compatibility (IC) and individual rationality

(IR) conditions:

vpaptq, tq ´ pptq ě vpapt̂q, tq ´ ppt̂q for all t, t̂ in T ;

vpaptq, tq ´ pptq ě 0 for all t in T .

Two mechanisms are equivalent if they differ on a zero-measure set of types.

8Note that pure bundling can be thought of as selling only the highest quality version of a product (i.e.
no price discrimination).
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A menu is a set of bundles (which we may assume include ∅).9 We say that selling

menu B is optimal if there exists an optimal mechanism pa,pq such that aptq P B for all t.10

A menu B is minimally optimal if selling B is optimal and selling any B1 Ă B is not optimal.

A menu B is nested if the bundles in B can be ordered by set inclusion. We say that nested

bundling is optimal if there exists a nested menu B such that selling B is optimal.

For any bundle b, let Fb be the distribution of vpb, tq. Let P pb,qq be the demand curve:

P pb,qq :“ F´1
b p1 ´ qq .

We assume that the profit function

πpb,qq :“ pP pb,qq ´Cpbqqq

is strictly quasi-concave in q P r0,1s.11 Define D˚pbq as the unique sales volume that maxi-

mizes the profit function, assumed to lie within p0,1q for any bundle b with |b| ą 1.

For any pair of nested bundles b1 Ă b2, we assume that (i) the incremental value

vpb2, tq ´ vpb1, tq

is strictly increasing in t whenever it is positive, and (ii) the incremental profit function

πpb2,qq ´πpb1,qq

is strictly quasi-concave in q P r0,minpD˚pb1q,D˚pb2qqs (which is the interval where both

profit functions, πpb1,qq and πpb2,qq, are increasing).

2.1 Discussion of Assumptions

Complements and Substitutes. The assumptions made here are orthogonal to whether

the items are complements or substitutes. To illustrate, consider a simple example where

the value for a bundle b is given by vpb, tq “ vpbq ¨ t. Note that all the above assumptions

hold if (i) types t follow a regular distribution in the sense of Myerson (1981) and (ii) vpbq

is monotone in the set-inclusion order, regardless of whether the value function vpbq or

the monopolist’s cost function Cpbq exhibit supermodularity or submodularity.

9To simplify notation, we omit the inclusion of ∅ in a menu whenever it is clear from the context.
10When an assignment aptq P ∆pBq is deterministic, we also let aptq denote the assigned bundle.
11For expositional simplicity, whenever we impose strict quasi-concavity of a function g on rx1,x2s, we

assume in addition that ∇gp ¨ q “ 0 at x P rx1,x2s implies gpxq ě gpx1q for all x1 P rx1,x2s (i.e. we assume that
the FOC is satisfied only at the maximum).
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(a) k “ 0 (b) k “ 0.1

Figure 2: Revenue curves given vpb1, tq “ t, vpb2, tq “ t ` t2.5 ` k, and t „ U r0,1s

One-dimensional Types. At this level of generality, even with one-dimensional types,

our model allows for different consumers to have different ordinal rankings over items

(see Example 1). In fact, every item can be the most preferred item for at least some

consumers. The main restriction of one-dimensional types in our model is that such

horizontal preferences are fixed for a given one-dimensional type t. Thus, our model is

best suited for capturing settings in which some vertical attribute (such as income) is a

good predictor of horizontal preferences for different items.

Incremental Profits. Consider any pair of nested bundles b1 Ă b2. Since the incremental

value vpb2, tq ´ vpb1, tq is monotone, note that the incremental profit function πpb2,qq ´

πpb1,qq is equivalent to the profit function of a monopolist optimizing the quantity of the

incremental bundle b2zb1, given the plan of selling every consumer bundle b1.

Local Quasi-concavity. We impose only a local quasi-concavity condition on the incre-

mental profit function, which states that, within the interval r0,minpD˚pb1q,D˚pb2qqs, the

function πpb2,qq ´ πpb1,qq has at most one peak. This interval is where both profit

functions, πpb1,qq and πpb2,qq, are increasing (i.e. before both of their peaks). This

condition assumes that, within this interval, the sum of an increasing function πpb2,qq

and a decreasing function ´πpb1,qq is single-peaked. This local quasi-concavity condi-

tion is weaker than global quasi-concavity, which in turn is weaker than global concav-

ity. The latter holds when the incremental values follow a regular distribution in the

sense of Myerson (1981). To illustrate, suppose that vpb1, tq “ t, vpb2, tq “ t ` t2.5 ` k,

Cpb1q “ Cpb2q “ 0, and types t follow a uniform distribution U r0,1s. Consider two cases:

(i) k “ 0 and (ii) k “ 0.1. As shown in Figure 2, the incremental profit function in the first
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Figure 3: Illustration of the nesting condition for a three-item example

case is globally quasi-concave, whereas the incremental profit function in the second case

has two peaks. However, both cases satisfy our local quasi-concavity assumption.

3 Main Result

Our main result characterizes (i) when nested bundling is optimal and (ii) which nested

menu is optimal. In Section 3.1, we introduce a partial order on the set of bundles and

show how this partial order characterizes the optimality of nested bundling. In Sec-

tion 3.2, we provide conditions that further characterize the optimality of a given nested

menu. In Section 3.3, we present a parameterized example to illustrate. In Section 3.4,

we discuss the key intuition behind our results.

3.1 Optimality of Nested Bundling

We define a partial order on the set of bundles B as follows:

b1 ĺ b2 : b1 Ď b2 and D˚
pb1q ď D˚

pb2q .

A bundle b is dominated if there exists b1 , b such that b ĺ b1 and undominated otherwise.

We say that the nesting condition holds if the undominated bundles can be ordered by set

inclusion: that is, for any two bundles b and b1,

both b and b1 are undominated ùñ either b Ď b1 or b1
Ď b . (Nesting condition)

Figure 3 illustrates this condition for a three-item example using a diagram, where an

upward arrow from b1 to b2 represents b1 ĺ b2.
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Theorem 1. Under the nesting condition, nested bundling is optimal and every optimal mech-

anism is equivalent to nested bundling.

Proof of Theorem 1. See Appendix A.1.

We sketch the proof in Section 4.1. The proof is constructive. It shows that, under the

nesting condition, simply selling the set of undominated bundles is optimal. It also pro-

vides a simple algorithm to determine the minimal optimal menu and associated prices

(see Algorithm 1 in Appendix A.1). In the case of two items, the construction shows that

the minimal optimal menu is exactly the set of undominated bundles, which we record

below:

Corollary 1. Suppose that there are two items. Under the nesting condition, the set of undom-

inated bundles is the minimal optimal menu.

Remark 1. Note that Theorem 1 holds even when the socially efficient allocations require

bundles that are not nested. That is, the nesting condition implies the optimality of

nested bundling even when the efficient allocations require a far richer set of bundles.

Note also that Theorem 1 implies that the optimal mechanism is deterministic. This is in

general not true when the nesting condition is not satisfied.

Remark 2. The nesting condition is implied by suitable conditions on price elasticities

(when marginal costs are zero). Let ηpb,qq be the usual price elasticity for bundle b at

quantity q.12 In Section 5.1, we show (see Lemma 1) that a sufficient condition for the

nesting condition is the union elasticity condition which says that if the demand curves

for two bundles are both elastic at a certain quantity q, then the demand curve for their

union is also elastic at quantity q:

ηpb1,qq ă ´1 and ηpb2,qq ă ´1 ùñ ηpb1 Y b2,qq ă ´1 . (Union elasticity condition)

Therefore, as a corollary of Theorem 1, nested bundling is optimal under the union elas-

ticity condition and zero costs.13 That is, nested bundling is optimal when bundling re-

sults in a demand curve that has a larger elastic region than at least one of the individual

demand curves. In Section 5.1, we also characterize (see Proposition 1) the undominated

bundles under the union elasticity condition, and show that the optimal menu can be

constructed iteratively by using items with a more elastic demand curve as the “basic

12That is, ηpb,qq :“
“dlogP pb,qq

dlogq

‰´1.
13When costs are present, we can simply modify the price elasticity to be η̃pb,qq :“

“dlogpP pb,qq´Cpbqq

dlogq

‰´1.
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items” and items with a more inelastic demand curve as the “upgrade items”, with both

measured by the size of their elastic regions.

Remark 3. Both the nesting condition and the union elasticity condition are agnostic to

whether the items are complements or substitutes. To illustrate, consider two items and

zero costs. Suppose that vpt1,2u, tq “ κ¨
`

vpt1u, tq`vpt2u, tq
˘

where κ is a positive constant.

Depending on the value of κ, the two items can be complements (κ ą 1), substitutes

(κ ă 1), or additive (κ “ 1). However, one can verify that the union elasticity condition

always holds in this case, regardless of the value of κ.

3.2 Characterization of Optimal Menu

Our second main result provides conditions that further characterize the optimality of a

given nested menu.

Theorem 2. Selling a nested menu B is optimal if:

(i) For all b1 P B, D˚pb1q ą D˚pb2q for all b2 P B such that b1 Ă b2 ;

(ii) For all b1 < B, D˚pb1q ď D˚pb2q for some b2 P B such that b1 Ă b2 .

Conversely, selling a nested menu B is minimally optimal only if:

(i) For all b1 P B, D˚pb1q ą D˚pb2q for all b2 P B such that b1 Ă b2 ;

(ii) For all b1 < B, D˚pb1q ď D˚pb2q for some non-empty b2 P B .

Proof of Theorem 2. See Appendix A.2.

We sketch the proof in Section 4.2. The first statement follows from the proof of The-

orem 1 by unpacking the definition of undominated bundles.14 The second statement is

proved by constructing a smaller optimal menu when part (i) fails, and a strict improve-

ment when part (ii) fails. The strict improvement when part (ii) fails is not a nested-menu

mechanism; rather, it perturbs the original mechanism by adding a new option involving

probabilistic assignments.

Let the best-selling bundle b˚ be the bundle with the highest sales volume when sold

alone:

b˚ :“ argmax
b,∅

tD˚
pbqu ,

which we assume to be unique. A consequence of Theorem 2 is the following result:

14Additionally, we also show that to characterize the optimality of a given nested menu B, we can relax
our monotone incremental values assumption and locally quasi-concave incremental profits assumption to
only apply to pairs of nested bundles b1 Ă b2 where b2 P B.
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Corollary 2. Every minimal optimal, nested menu B includes (i) the best-selling bundle b˚ as

the smallest non-empty bundle in the menu, and (ii) the grand bundle b as the least-selling

bundle in the menu.

In Corollary 2, the term “least-selling” also refers to sales volumes when bundles are

sold alone. Under the optimal menu of bundles, the grand bundle b may or may not be

bought by the smallest fraction of consumers. The best-selling bundle b˚ and the grand

bundle b are the two “extremal” bundles with respect to our partial order. Corollary 2

says that if nested bundling is optimal, then the minimal optimal menu must include

these two “extremal” bundles and must exclude any bundles dominated by either of the

two “extremal” bundles.

Theorem 2 can be used to provide sufficient conditions for nested bundling to be

strictly suboptimal. For example, a consequence of Corollary 2 is the following result:

Corollary 3. Suppose that there are two items and that bundle t2u is the best-selling bundle. If

the optimal profit under menu
␣

t2u,t1,2u
(

is strictly less than the optimal profit under menu
␣

t1u,t1,2u
(

, then nested bundling is strictly suboptimal.

Remark 4. The second statement of Theorem 2 is a partial converse because (i) it requires

the menu B to be minimally optimal and (ii) it does not show b1 Ă b2 in the second part.

However, in the case where B “ tbu (the menu consists only of the grand bundle), neither

(i) nor (ii) has bite, and hence Theorem 2 becomes an “if-and-only-if” characterization of

pure bundling. Thus, our result nests the full characterization of pure bundling by Ghili

(forthcoming) as a special case.

3.3 An Example

Example 1. Suppose that there are two items t1,2u and zero costs. The valuations for

each bundle are given by:

vpt1u, tq “ tα, vpt2u, tq “ tβ , vpt1,2u, tq “ tα ` tβ ` tγ .

Types t follow a uniform distribution on r0,2s. We fix parameter α “ 1 and consider two

cases: (i) γ “ 0.5 and (ii) γ “ 4.5. In both cases, we vary parameter β from 0 to 2.15

First, consider the case of γ “ 0.5. Figure 4a plots the numerically computed optimal

mechanism in terms of prices, as parameter β varies in 0.1 increments. As Figure 4a

shows, the optimal mechanism takes different forms as parameter β varies. Specifically,

the optimal menu is given by:
15Note that types t ă 1 and types t ą 1 have different ordinal rankings for items 1 and 2 whenever β , 1.
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(a) Optimal mechanisms vs. β when γ “ 0.5 (b) Sales volumes D˚pbq vs. β when γ “ 0.5

(c) Optimal mechanisms vs. β when γ “ 4.5 (d) Sales volumes D˚pbq vs. β when γ “ 4.5

Figure 4: Optimal mechanisms and sales volumes D˚pbq as β varies for Example 1

•
␣

t2u,t1,2u
(

when β P r0,0.74q ;

•
␣

t1,2u
(

when β P r0.74,1.5s ;

•
␣

t1u,t1,2u
(

when β P p1.5,2s .

The critical parameter values β “ 0.74 and β “ 1.5 are highlighted by the two vertical

dashed lines in Figure 4a. These transitions are characterized by our results. One can

verify the union elasticity condition holds for all values of parameter β. Figure 4b plots

the sales volumes D˚pbq for each of the three bundles as parameter β varies. As Figure 4b

shows, the undominated bundles are nested for all values of parameter β. Specifically,

the plot can be partitioned into three regions r0,0.74q, r0.74,1.5s, and p1.5,2s. The set of

undominated bundles is
␣

t2u,t1,2u
(

in the first region,
␣

t1,2u
(

in the second region, and
␣

t1u,t1,2u
(

in the third region, coinciding with the optimal menu.

Now, consider the case of γ “ 4.5. In contrast to the previous case, as Figure 4c shows,

nested bundling is never optimal except at the degenerate parameter value β “ 1 where

14



the two items are indistinguishable. As our results show, this is only possible if the un-

dominated bundles are not nested for any value of parameter β, which can be seen from

Figure 4d.

3.4 Discussion of Intuition for Theorem 1 and Theorem 2

3.4.1 Intuition Based on Marginal Revenue Curves

In this section, we provide the key intuition behind our results, building on the earlier

discussion in the introduction.

Suppose that there are two items t1,2u and zero costs. Consider again the case of

D˚pt1uq ă D˚pt1,2uq ă D˚pt2uq. In this case, bundle t1u is dominated by bundle t1,2u,

while bundle t2u is not dominated by bundle t1,2u. Suppose that the revenue function

for any incremental bundle is strictly quasi-concave.16 This implies that the MR curve

of a bigger bundle crosses the MR curve of a smaller bundle at most once from above.

Figure 5a illustrates the MR curves under this case as in the introduction.

There are three key observations. First, because of the ordering D˚pt1uq ă D˚pt1,2uq,

these two quantities must be located in the region where the marginal revenue of upgrad-

ing consumers from bundle t1u to bundle t1,2u is positive. This then implies that if it is

profitable to sell a consumer the smaller bundle t1u, it is even more profitable to upgrade

the consumer to the bigger bundle t1,2u.

Second, because of the opposite ordering D˚pt2uq ą D˚pt1,2uq, these two quantities

must be located in the region where the marginal revenue of upgrading consumers from

bundle t2u to bundle t1,2u is negative. This then implies that, after a certain quantity

threshold, it is always more profitable to downgrade a consumer from the bigger bundle

t1,2u to the smaller bundle t2u.

Third, with these two operations, we can attain the upper envelope of the MR curves by

allocating bundles to consumers in a monotone fashion such that a higher type consumer

receives a bigger bundle in the set-inclusion order. As explained in the introduction, this

step is the key to guaranteeing that we can in fact “climb up” the MR curves. In the

case of two items, this step is self-evident once we recognize that the configuration of MR

curves must resemble Figure 5a (as shown in the introduction). However, in the general

case, it is impossible to exhaustively list all possible configurations of the MR curves. We

will shortly discuss the key intuition behind why our nesting condition is sufficient in the

general case.

16For the sake of this example we assume that the incremental profit functions are globally quasi-
concave. As discussed in Section 2.1, we need a weaker local quasi-concavity assumption.
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(a) MR curves under t1u ĺ t1,2u, t2u ⪯̸ t1,2u (b) MR curves under t1u ⪯̸ t1,2u, t2u ⪯̸ t1,2u

Figure 5: Further illustration of the marginal revenue curves

Before that, let us consider a case where nested bundling is strictly suboptimal (see

Corollary 3). By the above arguments, this must be the case where all three bundles are

undominated. Without loss of generality, suppose D˚pt1,2uq ă D˚pt1uq ă D˚pt2uq. Now,

suppose further that the revenue under menu
␣

t2u,t1,2u
(

is less than the revenue under

menu
␣

t1u,t1,2u
(

. Figure 5b illustrates the MR curves under this case. Note that, in this

case, the upper envelope of the MR curves cannot be attained by a nested menu, so we

cannot use the argument of “climbing up” the MR curves to find the optimal mechanism.

There are two opposing forces in this case. On the one hand, it is more profitable to

attract the “medium-type” consumers than attract the “low-type” consumers since the

marginal revenue of selling bundle t1u to the “medium-type” consumers is high enough.

On the other hand, it is always possible to attract a small fraction of the “low-type” con-

sumers using bundle t2u which can bring in a positive marginal revenue. It turns out

that the second force always wins if the monopolist can ration and sell bundle t2u with a

small probability ε. This is because, roughly speaking, the gain from expanding the mar-

ket this way is on the order of Opεq, whereas the loss from the consumers who no longer

purchase bundle t1u is on the order of Opε2q. Intuitively, the reason why the loss is on the

higher order is that before introducing bundle t2u, the monopolist would have already

optimized the prices for the menu
␣

t1u,t1,2u
(

, and hence suffers only a second-order loss

for a small perturbation. Thus, nested bundling is strictly suboptimal in this case.

Beyond Two-item Cases: Nesting Condition. We now explain the key insight that helps

understand our results beyond the two-item cases. The intuition as discussed earlier still
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: Illustration of the improvement argument for a three-item example

holds when there are more than two items, but we may run into issues with both the

upgrade and downgrade improvements, because these improvements may not be imple-

mentable in the price space. To illustrate, suppose that there are three items and that

bundle t1u is dominated by bundle t1,2u. Suppose that we are given an initial allocation

rule in the quantity space as depicted in Figure 6a. By the previous discussion, we know

that if we can upgrade the consumers who are currently consuming bundle t1u to bundle

t1,2u, then we would achieve an improvement. However, this upgrade may not be fea-

sible, because there may not be prices that can support this change in allocations, given

that there are higher types who are currently purchasing bundle t2,3u, as depicted in

Figure 6b (highlighted by the double-headed arrow). This is the key difference between

our bundling problem and the standard one-dimensional screening problem — the set of

implementable allocation rules is both much richer and much more complex.17

The key insight that resolves this problem is the following: Such a potential conflict

arises when bundles b and b1 are not nested, but then the nesting condition implies that

at least one of them must be dominated (recall that the nesting condition requires the

undominated bundles to be nested). In our example, this means that either bundle t1,2u

or bundle t2,3u must be dominated. This gives us a way out because we can apply this

argument again by going one layer up and further upgrading the consumers from either

b or b1 to the bundle that dominates one of them. Repeating this process would always

result in a pair of nested bundles.

For our running example, suppose that bundle t1,2u is dominated by bundle t1,2,3u

17Implementability in multidimensional settings is characterized by cyclic monotonicity (see Rochet
1987) which is much more complex than standard monotonicity conditions.
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and bundle t2,3u is undominated, as depicted in Figure 6c; so the process in this example

terminates in one iteration. Of course, the resulting pair of bundles can be in the “wrong”

order in the sense that the higher types are assigned the smaller bundle, which we know

cannot be implemented by prices. However, when that happens, since the smaller bundle

is undominated, we know that if it is ever profitable to downgrade from the bigger bun-

dle to the smaller bundle at some quantity then it is always profitable to downgrade after

that quantity. For our running example, suppose that we can further profitably down-

grade bundle t1,2,3u to bundle t2,3u, as depicted in Figure 6d. The allocation rule is

now monotone and hence implementable. Moreover, it is more profitable than the initial

allocation rule by construction. Because these arguments can be applied to any initial

allocation rule, the upper envelope of the MR curves, under the nesting condition, must

be attained by an implementable allocation rule.

Remark 5. As the above discussion shows, our nesting condition is essential in two ways:

(i) it facilities the comparison of marginal revenues, and (ii) it provides a way out from

complex implementability constraints by guiding us toward an even more profitable al-

location rule that we know is implementable. The actual proof follows these intuitions

closely. In addition, the proof considers stochastic mechanisms and shows that, under the

nesting condition, randomization cannot increase profit.

3.4.2 Alternative Intuition Based on Price Elasticities

In this section, we provide an alternative, price-theoretical intuition based on price elas-

ticities (recall from Remark 2 that the nesting condition is implied by suitable conditions

on price elasticities). Suppose that there are two items and zero costs, and that ηpt2u,qq ă

ηpt1,2u,qq ă ηpt1u,qq for all quantities q. That is, bundle t2u has a pointwise more elastic

demand curve than bundle t1,2u, which in turn has a pointwise more elastic demand

curve than bundle t1u. This assumption implies that D˚pt2uq ą D˚pt1,2uq ą D˚pt1uq, but

it is much stronger than our union elasticity condition stated in Remark 2.

Let ηpt1,2u,q | t1uq be the price elasticity of the demand curve for the incremental

values for bundle t1,2u given bundle t1u. We can write

ηpt1,2u,qq “
P pt1,2u,qq

q ¨ d
dqP pt1,2u,qq

“

`

P pt1,2u,qq ´ P pt1u,qq
˘

` P pt1u,qq

q ¨ d
dq

`

P pt1,2u,qq ´ P pt1u,qq
˘

` q ¨ d
dqP pt1u,qq

.
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By the mediant inequality,18 this implies that

ηpt1,2u,q | t1uq ă ηpt1,2u,qq ă ηpt1u,qq .

That is, the demand curve for upgrading from bundle t1u to bundle t1,2u is even more

elastic. In particular, it is profitable to charge a low enough price to sell the upgrade

option to all consumers in the elastic region of the demand curve for bundle t1u. Thus,

it is profitable to exclude bundle t1u, which is a dominated bundle, as an option from the

menu.

Symmetrically, for bundle t2u, we have

ηpt1,2u,q | t2uq ą ηpt1,2u,qq ą ηpt2u,qq .

That is, the demand curve for upgrading from bundle t2u to bundle t1,2u is even more

inelastic. In particular, it is profitable to charge a high enough price that leaves at least

some consumers unserved in terms of the upgrade option. Thus, it is profitable to include

bundle t2u, which is an undominated bundle, as an option in the menu.

Remark 6. Note however that, even in this two-item case, these price-theoretical argu-

ments are incomplete. This is because they do not take into account the presence of the

other item in the market when pricing the upgrade from one item to the bundle. In addi-

tion, the arguments assume that the elasticities can be pointwise ranked, which is much

stronger than our nesting condition. The actual joint pricing problem is much more com-

plex and cannot be simply reduced to two separate pricing problems. We emphasize that

it is a consequence of our results that, under the nesting condition, one can pairwise com-

pare the bundles. As explained in Section 3.4.1, the proof deals with the joint pricing

problem by working in the quantity space rather than in the price space.

4 Proof Sketch for the Main Result

In this section, we sketch the proofs for Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Following Myerson

(1981), let

φpb, tq :“ vpb, tq ´Cpbq ´
1 ´Fptq
f ptq

vtpb, tq

be the virtual surplus function for bundle b. As observed by Bulow and Roberts (1989),

this can be interpreted as the marginal profit for bundle b evaluated at the quantity such

18That is, for any a
c ă b

d such that c ¨ d ą 0, we have a
c ă a`b

c`d ă b
d .
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that the marginal consumer is of type t.

A key difference between our problem and the standard one-dimensional mechanism

design problem is that we do not have access to a simple characterization of imple-

mentable allocation rules. However, the following revenue equivalence theorem con-

tinues to hold in our setting: For every implementable allocation rule a : T Ñ ∆pBq, the

expected profit to the seller is given by

E
”∑
bPB

abptqφpb, tq
ı

.

The proofs for both Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 involve (i) a series of observations about

the collection of functions
␣

φpb, tq
(

bPB and (ii) addressing the implementability issues. In

the proof of Theorem 1, we handle implementability by verifying it ex post. In the proof

of Theorem 2, we handle implementability by explicitly constructing an improvement.

4.1 Proof Sketch for Theorem 1

The proof sketch involves three steps. In the first step, we establish a key claim about the

crossings of φpb1, tq and φpb2, tq for any pair of nested bundles b1 Ă b2. For any b1 Ă b2,

we define the last crossing type of the virtual surplus functions for b1 and b2 as

spb1,b2q :“ inf
s

!

s P T : φpb2, tq ą φpb1, tq for all t ą s
)

.

We also define the last crossing virtual surplus of b1 and b2 as

χpb1,b2q :“ φpb1, spb1,b2qq .

The key claim is that for every b1 Ă b2, we have

sign
”

χpb1,b2q

ı

“ sign
”

D˚
pb1q ´D˚

pb2q

ı

. (Claim 1)

To prove this claim, we first make two basic observations. First, we have

D˚
pb1q ě D˚

pb2q ðñ t˚
pb1q ď t˚

pb2q

where t˚pbq is the cutoff type at which φpb, tq single-crosses 0 from below (which exists

by our quasi-concavity assumption on the profit function). Second, we have that φpb2, tq

single-crosses φpb1, tq from below on the interval rmaxpt˚pb1q, t˚pb2qq, ts. This is implied
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Figure 7: Illustration of possible crossings of φ when b1 ĺ b2

by our local quasi-concavity condition, which assumes that the incremental profit func-

tion is quasi-concave on the interval r0,minpD˚pb1q,D˚pb2qqs.

Using these two observations, we can prove Claim 1 by making a deeper geometric

observation. To illustrate, consider Figure 7, which depicts the relative positions of φpb1, tq

and φpb2, tq. The key idea is to vary the horizontal axis and observe that the sign of χpb1,b2q

is fully determined by the ordering of t˚pb1q and t˚pb2q, given that φpb2, tq single-crosses

φpb1, tq from below on the interval rmaxpt˚pb1q, t˚pb2qq, ts.

In the second step, we establish the following claim:

sup
a:TÑ∆pBq

E
”∑

b

abptqφpb, tq
ı

“ sup
a:TÑU

E
”∑

b

abptqφpb, tq
ı

, (Claim 2)

where U is the set of undominated bundles (including ∅). Because the objective of the

left-hand side is linear in probabilities, we only need to consider deterministic allocation

rules a : T Ñ B for the left-hand side problem.

Now, to prove this claim, we exploit two key facts. First, because pB,ĺq is a finite

partially ordered set, every dominated bundle must be dominated by an undominated

bundle. Second, for any b1 Ă b2, if χpb1,b2q ď 0, then we must have

φpb1, tq ď max
␣

0,φpb2, tq
(

,

because by definition χpb1,b2q ď 0 means that the last time φpb2, tq crosses φpb1, tq from

below happens when φpb1, tq is non-positive.

We then combine these two facts as follows. For every dominated bundle b1, we can
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Figure 8: Illustration of possible crossings of φ in the iterative construction

find an undominated bundle b2 P U such that b1 Ă b2 and D˚pb1q ď D˚pb2q, which then

implies that χpb1,b2q ď 0 by Claim 1. Thus, we have φpb1, tq ď max
␣

0,φpb2, tq
(

. Since

this argument holds for all dominated bundles, Claim 2 follows.

In the third step, we define a: to be the allocation rule induced by the menu B Ď U

and prices given by Algorithm 1 in Appendix A.1. Our goal in this step is to prove the

following claim:

a:
P argmax

a:TÑU
E
”∑

b

abptqφpb, tq
ı

. (Claim 3)

To do so, we use an induction argument. By assumption, the set of undominated bundles

U is a nested menu, so we can write U “ t∅,b1, . . . , bmu such that b1 Ă ¨¨ ¨ Ă bm. We then

construct a sequence of monotone allocation rules
␣

apjq
(

j“1,...,m using induction such that:

(i) the allocation rule apjq attains the envelope of the virtual surplus functions for the j

smallest non-empty bundles in U (and the empty bundle)

φ
`

apjq
ptq, t

˘

“ max
!

0,φpb1, tq, . . . ,φpbj , tq
)

,

and (ii) the final allocation rule apmq coincides with the proposed allocation rule a:.

The key to this argument is the following geometric observation, which we also prove

by induction: For any k ą j, the function φpbk , tq single-crosses the envelope Vjptq :“

max
␣

0,φpb1, tq, . . . ,φpbj , tq
(

from below. To illustrate, consider Figure 8, which depicts

three curves: φpbk , tq, Vj´1ptq, and maxt0,φpbj , tqu. Note that Vjptq can be decomposed

into the envelope of Vj´1ptq and maxt0,φpbj , tqu. By varying φpbk , tq and observing that

these three curves single-cross each other, which holds by the inductive hypothesis (on

j ´ 1), we can establish this single-crossing property. This property allows us to “paste”
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the virtual surplus functions φpbj , tq together one at a time, from the smallest bundle b1

to the largest bundle bm, and trace out the successive envelopes in this process.

Now, recall that the proposed allocation rule a: is implementable by construction. But

then it must be optimal since we have from Claim 2 and Claim 3 that:

E
”∑

b

a:

bptqφpb, tq
ı

“ sup
a:TÑU

E
”∑

b

abptqφpb, tq
ı

“ sup
a:TÑ∆pBq

E
”∑

b

abptqφpb, tq
ı

.

Thus, under the nesting condition, selling the set of undominated bundles is optimal, and

hence nested bundling is optimal. Moreover, as the allocation rule a: attains the envelope

of the virtual surplus functions, the menu B given by Algorithm 1 must be minimally

optimal. The uniqueness part of Theorem 1 follows from a strengthening of Claim 2.

4.2 Proof Sketch for Theorem 2

The proof sketch for the first statement is similar to Section 4.1 and is hence omitted. The

proof sketch for the second statement involves three steps, which we turn to next.

Suppose that selling a nested menu B (including ∅) is optimal and selling any proper

subset of B is not optimal. Suppose, for contradiction, that either

(i) there exist b1 P B and b2 P B such that b1 Ă b2 and D˚pb1q ď D˚pb2q, or

(ii) there exists b1 < B such that D˚pb1q ą D˚pb2q for all non-empty b2 P B.

In the first step, we define

UB :“
!

b P B : b is not dominated by another bundle b1
P B

)

.

Using similar arguments as in Claim 1 and Claim 2, we show that there exists an optimal

mechanism pa,pq such that a : T Ñ UB.

In the second step, we consider Case (i). In this case, the menu UB must be a strict

subset of the menu B. Then, since pa,pq is an optimal mechanism, we have that selling

menu UB is also optimal, which contradicts the minimal optimality of menu B. Hence,

this case cannot occur.

In the third step, we consider Case (ii). We construct a strict improvement in this

case (which would then contradict the optimality of menu B). Specifically, we propose

adding the following option to the menu given by pa,pq: A lottery offering bundle b1 with

probability ε, for a price of εˆ vpb1, t
˚pb1qq.
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Figure 9: Illustration of the perturbation argument

Let us compute the payoff to the monopolist after the addition of this new option. The

profit change to the monopolist after adding this new option can be computed as

E
”∑

b

a1
bptqφpb, tq

ı

´E
”∑

b

abptqφpb, tq
ı

where a1 is the induced allocation rule after the types re-adjust their optimal choices given

the new option.

Let b be the smallest non-empty bundle in B. Note that, by the construction of pa,pq,

the following holds:

(i) all types t P rt, t˚pb1qq will not take this option ;

(ii) all types t P rt˚pb1q, t˚pbqq will switch from ∅ to this option ;

(iii) all types t P rt˚pbq, t:
εq will switch from b to this option, for some threshold t:

ε that

depends on ε (the subscript emphasizes this dependence) .

The monopolist makes a gain from the types t P rt˚pb1q, t˚pbqq and suffers a loss from

the types t P rt˚pbq, t:
εq. It is crucial to compute the gain and the loss in terms of the virtual

surplus. Denote them by Gainpεq and Losspεq. The key claim is the following: For any

ε ą 0 small enough, we have

Gainpεq ą Losspεq . (Claim 4)

Roughly speaking, this is because Gainpεq is on the order of Opεq but Losspεq is on the or-

der of Opε2q. The argument for Claim 4 relies on a key geometric observation, illustrated
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in Figure 9 for a two-item example. In particular, observe that the total gain from the

types t P rt˚pb1q, t˚pbqq forms a rectangle whose area varies in ε linearly whereas the total

loss from the types t P rt˚pbq, t:
εq forms a triangle whose area varies in ε quadratically.

5 Applications

In this section, we present three applications of our main result. In the first two applica-

tions, we connect empirically relevant demand parameters (price elasticities) and supply

parameters (cost structures) to optimal bundling and quality design. In Section 5.1, we

study the effect of price elasticities on optimal bundling strategies. In Section 5.2, we

study the effect of cost structures on optimal quality design. In the last application, in

Section 5.3, we connect costly nonprice screening to optimal bundling. Using our main

result, we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for costly screening to be optimal.

5.1 Optimal Bundling Strategies and Price Elasticities

We first introduce a sufficient condition for the nesting condition in Theorem 1, in terms

of price elasticities. Let

ηpb,qq :“
”dlogP pb,qq

dlogq

ı´1

be the usual price elasticity for bundle b evaluated at quantity q. We say that the union

elasticity condition holds if for any bundles b1 and b2, we have

ηpb1,qq ă ´1 and ηpb2,qq ă ´1 ùñ ηpb1 Y b2,qq ă ´1 . (Union elasticity condition)

That is, if the demand curves for two bundles are both elastic at a certain quantity q, then

the demand curve for their union is also elastic at quantity q.

Lemma 1. Under zero costs, the union elasticity condition implies the nesting condition.

Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose for contradiction that there exist undominated bundles b1 and

b2 that are not nested. Then b1 Ă b1 Y b2 and b2 Ă b1 Y b2. Since costs are zero, the price

elasticity for any bundle b at quantity D˚pbq must satisfy

ηpb,D˚
pbqq “ ´1 .

Note that the elasticity curve ηpb, ¨ q single-crosses ´1 from below because the MR curve
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MRpb, ¨ q single-crosses 0 from above.19 Then, since b1 and b2 are undominated, we have

η
`

b1,D
˚
pb1 Y b2q

˘

ă ´1 and η
`

b2,D
˚
pb1 Y b2q

˘

ă ´1 ,

which, by the union elasticity condition, implies that

η
`

b1 Y b2,D
˚
pb1 Y b2q

˘

ă ´1 .

A contradiction.

Remark 7. When costs are present, we can simply modify the price elasticity ηpb,qq to be

η̃pb,qq :“
“dlogpP pb,qq´Cpbqq

dlogq

‰´1 to incorporate arbitrary costs.

Now, applying our main result, we can fully characterize the optimal menu under

the union elasticity condition. To do so, we order the bundles according to their sales

volumes D˚pbq when sold alone and define b˚
i as the i-th best-selling bundle, with ties

broken arbitrarily. Then, we have the following result:

Proposition 1. Under the union elasticity condition and zero costs, selling the following nested

menu is optimal:
!

b˚
1, b

˚
1 Y b˚

2, b
˚
1 Y b˚

2 Y b˚
3, . . . , b

)

.

Proof of Proposition 1. By Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, nested bundling is optimal. Let B be

the proposed menu. By Theorem 2, it suffices to show that any (non-empty) bundle b < B

is dominated. We start by showing that for all i, we have

D˚
pb˚

1 Y ¨¨ ¨ Y b˚
i q ě D˚

pb˚
i q .

We prove this by induction on i. The base case i “ 1 is trivial. For the inductive step,

suppose that the claim holds for i ´ 1. Now, observe that

D˚
pb˚

1 Y ¨¨ ¨ Y b˚
i q ě min

!

D˚
pb˚

1 Y ¨¨ ¨ Y b˚
i´1q, D˚

pb˚
i q

)

ě min
!

D˚
pb˚

i´1q, D˚
pb˚

i q

)

“ D˚
pb˚

i q ,

where (i) the first inequality follows from the union elasticity condition and the argument

used in the proof of Lemma 1, (ii) the second inequality follows from the inductive hy-

pothesis, and (iii) the last equality follows from the definition of b˚
i and b˚

i´1. This proves

the inductive step.

19To see this, recall that MRpb,qq “ P pb,qq
“

1 ` 1
ηpb,qq

‰

.
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Now, fix any b < B. There exists some index j such that b “ b˚
j . Since b < B, we have

b “ b˚
j Ă b˚

1 Y ¨¨ ¨ Y b˚
j .

But we also have

D˚
pbq “ D˚

pb˚
j q ď D˚

pb˚
1 Y ¨¨ ¨ Y b˚

j q .

Thus, bundle b is dominated, completing the proof.

Remark 8. Under the union elasticity condition, Proposition 1 provides a simple recipe

for constructing the optimal menu: (i) arrange all bundles in descending order based on

their sales volumes, and (ii) successively merge them, excluding duplicates. The optimal

mechanism iteratively creates nests such that items with a more elastic demand curve

become the “basic items” and items with a more inelastic demand curve become the “up-

grade items”, with both measured by the size of their elastic regions. Note also that this

mechanism sorts the bundles, rather than the items, by their sales volumes. This construc-

tion fully accounts for the complementarity or substitutability patterns across different

items.

Comparative Statics. Price elasticities can be affected by advertising and marketing,

which can act as a demand rotation in the sense of Johnson and Myatt (2006). Using

Proposition 1, we can analyze the comparative statics of optimal bundling given a se-

quence of demand rotations. Suppose that there are two items and zero costs. Consider a

family of demand systems indexed by parameter s P R, with ηpb,q;sq denoting the price

elasticities and D˚pb;sq denoting the sales volumes. We use the following notion of de-

mand rotations: There is a sequence of (clockwise, sales-ordered) demand rotations for item

i if for all s ă s1

D˚
ptiu;s1

q ď D˚
ptiu;sq, D˚

ptju;s1
q “ D˚

ptju;sq, D˚
pt1,2u;s1

q ď D˚
pt1,2u;sq,

and

D˚
ptiu;sq ď D˚

pt1,2u;sq ùñ D˚
ptiu;s1

q ď D˚
pt1,2u;s1

q .

That is, as parameter s increases, the demand curve for item i and the demand curve

for bundle t1,2u become more inelastic in the sense of a smaller elastic region.20 The

last condition ensures that the indirect change in the demand curve for bundle t1,2u is

20A sufficient (but far from necessary) condition is that, as parameter s increases, the demand curves
become pointwise more inelastic.
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smaller than the direct change in the demand curve for item i. To state our result, we

define the tier of item i in a nested menu B :“ tb1, . . . , bmu, where b1 Ă ¨¨ ¨ Ă bm, as the

index of the smallest bundle in B that includes item i, denoted by ripBq.

Proposition 2. Suppose that there are two items and zero costs and that the union elasticity

condition holds for all s. Let B˚psq be the minimal optimal menu. Then, in a sequence of

demand rotations for item i, we have that:

(i) the tier of item i in the optimal menu ripB
˚psqq is nondecreasing in s ;

(ii) the tier of item j , i in the optimal menu rjpB
˚psqq is nonincreasing in s ;

(iii) the size of the optimal menu |B˚psq| is quasi-convex in s .

Proof of Proposition 2. Without loss of generality, suppose that there is a sequence of de-

mand rotations for item 2. By Proposition 1, nested bundling is always optimal at any pa-

rameter s. By Corollary 1, the minimal optimal menu B˚psq equals the set of undominated

bundles. To prove claim (i), observe that it suffices to show that if B˚psq “
␣

t1u,t1,2u
(

,

then B˚ps1q must be
␣

t1u,t1,2u
(

for any s ă s1. Suppose not. Then, for some s ă s1, we

have

D˚
pt1,2u;s1

q ě D˚
pt1u;s1

q “ D˚
pt1u;sq ą D˚

pt1,2u;sq ,

which is impossible by our notion of demand rotations.

To prove claim (ii), observe that it suffices to show that if B˚ps1q “
␣

t2u,t1,2u
(

, then

B˚psq must be
␣

t2u,t1,2u
(

for any s ă s1. Suppose not. Then, for some s ă s1, we have

D˚
pt2u;sq ď D˚

pt1,2u;sq , D˚
pt2u;s1

q ą D˚
pt1,2u;s1

q ,

which is impossible by our notion of demand rotations.

To prove claim (iii), observe that it suffices to show that it cannot be |B˚psq| “ 1, |B˚ps1q| “

2, |B˚ps2q| “ 1 for any s ă s1 ă s2. To see why this is impossible, note that: if B˚ps1q “
␣

t1u,t1,2u
(

, then r2pB˚p ¨ qq cannot be nondecreasing, contradicting claim (i); if B˚ps1q “
␣

t2u,t1,2u
(

, then r1pB˚p ¨ qq cannot be nonincreasing, contradicting claim (ii).

Remark 9. Proposition 2 says that if there is a sequence of demand rotations for item i, i.e.

an increase in the dispersion of consumers’ values for item i, then the item gets promoted

to be the “upgrade item” while the other item gets demoted to be the “basic item”, and the

optimal menu first gets coarser and then gets finer. This result complements Johnson and

Myatt (2006), who study the effect of value dispersion on a monopolist’s quality design.

They show that a demand rotation always leads to an expansion of the product line. In
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contrast, our bundling setting involves the monopolist switching the tiers of different

items and adopting a menu size that is U -shaped in the dispersion parameter. As an

example, consider case (i) of Example 1, where γ “ 0.5 and β varies from 0 to 2. As

parameter β increases, there is a sequence of demand rotations for item 2. The optimal

menu changes in a way that is consistent with Proposition 2: It shifts from
␣

t2u,t1,2u
(

to
␣

t1,2u
(

, and then to
␣

t1u,t1,2u
(

, as parameter β increases.

5.2 Optimal Quality Design and Cost Structures

A special case of our model is the quality discrimination model a la Mussa and Rosen

(1978). Our result provides new insights even in this well-studied setting. Let X :“

tx1, . . . ,xnu ĂR`` be a set of qualities, with x1 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă xn. In this model, a type-t consumer

has value vQpx, tq for a good of quality x; the monopolist incurs cost CQpxq to supply a

good of quality x. This can be viewed as a special case of our model, where we define the

values and costs for the bundles as follows: For all k “ 1, . . . ,n, let

vpt1, . . . , ku, tq :“ vQpxk , tq , Cpt1, . . . , kuq :“ CQpxkq .

Let vpb, tq “ Cpbq “ 0 for all bundles b that are not of the form t1, . . . , ku (i.e. these bundles

can be simply ignored when applying our results). Note that, in this case, the nesting

condition is always satisfied.

With a slight abuse of notation, we drop the subscript Q whenever it is clear. Let

D˚pxq be the unique sales volume of the good of quality x when it is sold alone; thus,

D˚ : X Ñ r0,1s. For simplicity of exposition, assume that D˚pxq P p0,1q for all x P X . Our

next result provides a new characterization of optimal quality discrimination:

Proposition 3. Consider the upper decreasing envelope of D˚:

pD˚
pxq :“ inf

!

gpxq : g is nonincreasing and g ě D˚
)

.

Let

X˚ :“
!

x : pD˚
pxq “ D˚

pxq

)

.

Then selling menu X˚ is optimal.

Proof of Proposition 3. By Theorem 1, it suffices to show that if x: < X˚, then x: is domi-

nated by another quality level x , x:. Fix any x: < X˚. Then pD˚px:q ą D˚px:q. Suppose,

for contradiction, that there does not exist any x ą x: such that D˚pxq ě D˚px:q. Then, we
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have

max
xąx:

␣

pD˚
pxq

(

“ max
xąx:

␣

D˚
pxq

(

ă D˚
px:

q .

Let

rD˚
pxq :“

$

&

%

pD˚pxq if x , x: ;

D˚pxq otherwise .

Then note that rD˚pxq is also nonincreasing and everywhere above D˚pxq. Moreover, rD˚pxq

is everywhere below pD˚pxq with rD˚px:q ă pD˚px:q. A contradiction.

Cost Structures. Using Proposition 3, we now characterize how optimal quality design

depends on the cost structure. Suppose that the consumers’ preferences are multiplica-

tive: vpx, tq “ x ¨ t.21 Let Cavgpxq :“ Cpxq
L

x be the average cost function.

Proposition 4. Suppose that F is regular.22 Consider the lower increasing envelope of Cavg :

qCavgpxq :“ sup
!

gpxq : g is nondecreasing and g ď Cavg

)

.

Let

X˚ :“
!

x : qCavgpxq “ Cavgpxq

)

.

Then selling menu X˚ is optimal.

Proof of Proposition 4. Note that since D˚pxq P p0,1q, we must have

MRpD˚
pxqq ¨ x´Cpxq “ 0 ,

where the quality-adjusted marginal revenue curve MRpqq :“ d
dq pF´1p1´qq¨qq is a strictly

decreasing, continuous function. Therefore, we have

D˚
pxq “ MR´1

´

Cavgpxq

¯

.

Now, observe that for any function h : X Ñ R and any strictly decreasing function Φ :

RÑR, we have

U´
“

Φ ˝ h
‰

“ Φ ˝ L`
“

h
‰

,

21This is equivalent to assuming that vpx, tq “ upxq ¨ vptq for strictly increasing functions u and v, by a
change of variables.

22That is, the function t ´
1´Fptq
f ptq

is strictly increasing (which is equivalent to that the quality-adjusted
revenue curve is strictly concave).
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(a) D˚pxq and pD˚pxq (b) Cavgpxq and qCavgpxq

Figure 10: Illustration of the upper decreasing envelope pD˚ and the lower increasing
envelope qCavg

where U´r ¨ s denotes the upper decreasing envelope operator and L`r ¨ s denotes the lower

increasing envelope operator. Thus, we have

pD˚
pxq “ MR´1

´

qCavgpxq

¯

because MR´1p ¨ q is strictly decreasing. The claim follows from Proposition 3.

Remark 10. This result generalizes Proposition 1 of Johnson and Myatt (2003), where

the average cost curve is assumed to be U -shaped.23 They conclude that “It is optimal to

segment the market with multiple products exactly in the region where average cost and

marginal cost are increasing” (Johnson and Myatt 2003). However, Proposition 4 shows

that this conclusion is incomplete when the cost structure is more complex.24 The optimal

mechanism need not segment the market even when average cost and marginal cost are

increasing. Figure 10 illustrates. Specifically, the marginal and average costs can both

increase within the blue region highlighted in Figure 10b, yet the optimal mechanism

does not segment the market using these qualities. Instead, as illustrated in Figure 10a,

optimal quality choices are characterized by our notion of dominance.

Remark 11. At first glance, Proposition 3 and Proposition 4 may seem related to the

“ironing procedures” in Mussa and Rosen (1978) and Myerson (1981). However, this

23They define a cost structure to be U -shaped if there exists some quality threshold xk below which the
average cost is decreasing and above which the marginal and average costs are increasing. Note that in
this case, the set of undominated qualities X˚ coincides with the region of increasing marginal and average
costs txk , . . . ,xnu. Moreover, by Algorithm 1, the menu X˚ in this case is the minimal optimal menu.

24Average costs are generally not U -shaped whenever there are kinks in the cost function due to a mix
of production technologies, e.g. Cpxq “ min

␣

k1 ` xα1 , k2 ` xα2
(

where k1 ă k2 and α1 ą α2.
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connection is only superficial. Even though both Proposition 3 and Proposition 4 charac-

terize various “bunching regions”, they operate in a setting where “ironing” is not needed.

In the standard textbook treatment of one-dimensional screening problems, the regular-

ity assumptions that rule out “ironing” also rule out the possibility of “bunching” (see

pp. 262–268 of Fudenberg and Tirole 1991). Our assumptions are much weaker, allow-

ing for various forms of “bunching.” This generality relies on our new characterization of

the upper envelope of the MR curves.

5.3 Optimal Screening with Price and Nonprice Instruments

Consider a monopolist selling a set of quality-differentiated goods, as described in Sec-

tion 5.2. In addition to setting prices for these goods, the monopolist can also use non-

price instruments by requiring customers to perform certain costly actions, such as wait-

ing in line or collecting coupons, in order to qualify for certain offers. When is such

nonprice screening optimal?

We consider a special case of the model introduced in Yang (2022). A consumer’s

payoff is given by

upx, tq
loomoon

utility of consuming quality x

´ cpy, tq
loomoon

disutility of costly action y

´ p
loomoon

price

where x P tx1, . . . ,xnu “: X Ă R`` denotes the quality and y P ty1, . . . , ymu “: Y Ă R``

denotes the costly action, with the normalization up0, tq “ cp0, tq “ 0. The seller’s payoff
is given by ´Cpxq ` p, where Cp ¨ q is the production cost function. From Yang (2022), we

know that if cpy, tq is nonincreasing in t, then the optimal deterministic mechanism does

not use the costly instruments (i.e. yptq “ 0 for all types t).

In this section, we consider the opposite case where cpy, tq is strictly increasing in t. We

also restrict attention to deterministic mechanisms px,y,pq : T Ñ pt0uYX qˆpt0uYYqˆR.

We say that costly screening is optimal if every optimal mechanism requires a positive mass

of consumers to perform some costly action y P Y .

Let πpx,qq be the profit function of selling quality x alone and D˚pxq the correspond-

ing sales volume as in Section 5.2. We strengthen the quasi-concavity assumptions in

Section 5.2 to strict concavity and assume that D˚pxq ă 1 for all x P X . To state our result,

for any costly action y P Y , we introduce the following hypothetical profit function:

πpy,qq :“ c
`

y,F´1
p1 ´ qq

˘

¨ q
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which is the profit that the seller would obtain if she were to sell the right to opt out of

the costly action y to a mass q of individuals. Suppose that πpy,qq is strictly concave in q.

Let D˚pyq be the unique sales volume that maximizes this hypothetical profit function.

Let S be the set of allocations that involve costly actions but generate a positive total

surplus for at least some type t:

S :“
␣

px,yq P X ˆY : upx, tq ´ cpy, tq ´Cpxq ą 0 for some type t
(

.

Note that if there exists some px,yq P S such that the net value upx, tq ´ cpy, tq is strictly

decreasing in t, then costly screening is optimal.

Now, to consider the more interesting case, suppose that (i) the net value upx, tq´cpy, tq

is strictly increasing in t and (ii) the net profit function πpx,qq ´πpy,qq is strictly quasi-

concave in q for all px,yq P S Y tpx˚, y˚qu, where x˚ :“ maxtargmaxxD
˚pxqu and y˚ :“

mintargminyD
˚pyqu. Then, we have the following result:

Proposition 5. Costly screening is optimal if and only if minyD
˚pyq ă maxxD˚pxq.

Proof of Proposition 5. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the seller only uses

allocations in S Y tpx,0q : x P X u. Indeed, for any option that involves an allocation px,yq

such that the surplus upx, tq´Cpxq´cpy, tq ď 0 for all types t, the seller must obtain a non-

positive profit (because of the IR constraints). But the seller can always weakly improve

by simply removing all options with non-positive profits from the menu.

Now, we map this problem into a bundling problem as follows. Consider a bundling

problem with n`m many items, where the first n items represent quality upgrades exactly

as in Section 5.2, and the remaining m items represent opting out of each of the m costly

activities. Specifically, for any pxi , yjq P S , we define

v
´

␣

1, . . . , i
(

Y tn` 1, . . . ,n`m
(

z
␣

n` j
(

, t
¯

:“ upxi , tq ´ cpyj , tq ,

with v
`␣

1, . . . , i
(

Y tn` 1, . . . ,n`m
(

, t
˘

:“ upxi , tq being the value of quality xi without any

costly action. We can map the production costs accordingly and let vpb, tq “ Cpbq “ 0 for

bundles b that are not of the above form (i.e. ignore them when applying our results).

One can verify that this bundling problem satisfies our assumptions. With a slight abuse

of notation, we also write px,yq as the bundle of quality x and costly action y, and write

D˚px,yq as the corresponding sales volume of this ”damaged good” when sold alone.

The “if” part: Suppose that minyD
˚pyq ă maxxD˚pxq. Suppose for contradiction

that there exists an optimal deterministic mechanism that does not use any costly in-

struments. Then, by Proposition 3, there exists an optimal, nested menu B such that x˚ “
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max
␣

argmaxxD
˚pxq

(

is the smallest non-empty bundle in B. Let y˚ “ min
␣

argminyD
˚pyq

(

.

By assumption, D˚py˚q ă D˚px˚q. Because πpx˚,qq, πpy˚,qq, and πpx˚,qq ´ πpy˚,qq are

strictly quasi-concave, this implies that

D˚
py˚

q ă D˚
px˚

q ă D˚
px˚, y˚

q .

So we have that px˚, y˚q P S and that the bundle px˚, y˚q sells more than the bundle x˚

does when both are sold alone. Since the bundle px˚, y˚q is a subset of the bundle x˚, this

implies that the menu B cannot be optimal by Theorem 2.25 A contradiction.

The “only if” part: Suppose that minyD
˚pyq ě maxxD˚pxq. Then, for all px1, y1q P S ,

D˚
py1

q ě min
y

D˚
pyq ě max

x
D˚

pxq ě D˚
px1

q .

Because πpx1,qq, πpy1,qq, and πpx1,qq´πpy1,qq are strictly quasi-concave, this implies that

D˚
py1

q ě D˚
px1

q ě D˚
px1, y1

q .

So the bundle px1, y1q is dominated by the bundle x1. Eliminating these dominated bundles

leaves a nested menu consisting of only bundles that involve no costly action. By Theo-

rem 1, the resulting menu is optimal (among all stochastic mechanisms and hence also

optimal among all deterministic mechanisms). Thus, costly screening is not optimal.

Remark 12. Note that our model does not require cpy, tq to be monotone in y, nor does

it impose an increasing differences condition on cpy, tq. Thus, this model allows different

consumers to have different ordinal rankings for the costly actions. In addition, as the

proof shows, for the “if” part of Proposition 5, it suffices to assume the monotonicity of

upx, tq ´ cpy, tq and the quasi-concavity of πpx,qq ´πpy,qq for a single pair px˚, y˚q.

Remark 13. To interpret Proposition 5, recall that

D˚
pyq “ argmax

q

!

c
`

y,F´1
p1 ´ qq

˘

¨ q
)

.

Note that D˚pyq is smaller if the elasticity of disutility cpy, tq with respect to type t is

pointwise higher (i.e. the costly action is differentially more costly for a higher type).

25The necessity part of Theorem 2 involves adding probabilistic assignments but the assignments can be
made deterministic if the bundle b1 < B is a subset of the smallest non-empty bundle in menu B.
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Figure 11: Illustration of Proposition 5

That is, we have

dlogcpy1, tq

dlog t
ď

dlogcpy2, tq

dlog t
for all t ùñ D˚

py1q ě D˚
py2q .

Proposition 5 shows that, under our assumptions, costly screening is optimal if and only

if there exists a costly action y with sufficiently high elasticity of disutility in a precise

sense: D˚pyq is smaller than maxxD˚pxq. Figure 11 illustrates.

The intuition behind this characterization can be understood from our main results.

In the absence of costly screening, by Proposition 3, we know that the best-selling qual-

ity x˚ :“ maxtargmaxxD
˚pxqu would be optimally offered as the base quality level in the

menu. If there exists a costly action y such that D˚pyq ă D˚px˚q, then the “damaged good”

px˚, yq — which requires action y to purchase quality x˚ — has an even higher sales vol-

ume. Intuitively, this is because the costly action y compresses the distribution of values

for the “damaged good.” Thus, the “damaged good” px˚, yq can be profitably included in

the menu to expand the market by Theorem 2. On the other hand, if D˚pyq ě D˚px˚q,

then we have D˚pyq ě D˚px˚q ě D˚pxq for all qualities x, since quality x˚ is the best-

selling quality. This implies that any “damaged good” px,yq has a lower sales volume

than its “undamaged version” x. When mapped into our bundling problem, this means

that every such bundle is dominated by some bundle involving no costly action. The bun-

dles involving no costly action are nested by construction because they represent different

quality levels, and thus, costly screening is suboptimal by Theorem 1.
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6 Conclusion

This paper studies optimal bundling when consumers differ in one dimension. We in-

troduce a partial order on the set of bundles defined by (i) set inclusion and (ii) sales

volumes. This simple partial order turns out to characterize optimal bundling strategies.

We show that if the set of undominated bundles is nested, then nested bundling is opti-

mal. In particular, selling the set of undominated bundles is optimal. The proof uses a

novel characterization of the upper envelope of the MR curves.

We apply these insights to connect optimal bundling and quality design to price elas-

ticities and cost structures. We also show how these insights can be applied to other

multidimensional mechanism design problems. In particular, we obtain a necessary and

sufficient condition for the optimality of costly screening when the principal has access

to both price and nonprice screening instruments.
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A Proof of the Main Result

This appendix provides the proof of the main result, following the proof sketch outlined

in Section 4.

A.1 Proof of Theorem 1

To begin, we explicitly construct a menu and its associated prices as follows:

Algorithm 1 (Minimal optimal menu).

1. Let U be the set of undominated bundles (which by assumption are nested).

2. Order the bundles in U such that U “ t∅,b1, . . . , bmu where bi Ă bj for all i ă j.

3. Initialize B “ t∅u, qpbq “ 1 for all b P U , and i “ 1.

4. While i ď m:

(i) Let b̂ be the largest bundle in B.

(ii) Optimize quantity q˚ P r0,qpb̂qs for incremental profit πpbi ,qq ´πpb̂,qq

(iii) If q˚ “ qpb̂q: Update B “ Bztb̂u.

(iv) If q˚ “ 0: Update i “ i ` 1.

(v) If 0 ă q˚ ă qpb̂q or B “ ∅: Update B “ BY tbiu, qpbiq “ q˚, and i “ i ` 1.

5. Return B and tqpbqubPB.

Prices: Order the bundles in menu B such that B “ t∅,b1, . . . ,blu where b1 Ă ¨¨ ¨ Ă bl .

We construct the corresponding prices using upgrade prices. Specifically, the upgrade

price from bundle bi to bundle bi`1 is set such that, when all consumers have bundle

bi and no other bundles are available in the market, the quantity of the incremental

bundle bi`1zbi sold equals qpbi`1q.

In the remainder of the proof, we show that: (i) selling the constructed menu B with

the associated prices is optimal among all stochastic mechanisms, and (ii) the menu B is

minimally optimal. We defer the proof of the uniqueness part of the statement to the end.

Following Myerson (1981), let

φpb, tq :“ vpb, tq ´Cpbq ´
1 ´Fptq
f ptq

vtpb, tq
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be the virtual surplus function for bundle b. As observed by Bulow and Roberts (1989),

this can be interpreted as the marginal profit for bundle b evaluated at the quantity such

that the marginal consumer is of type t.

Lemma 2. Let a˚ be a solution to

sup
a:TÑ∆pBq

E

«∑
b

abptqφpb, tq

ff

.

If there exists a pricing rule p˚ such that (i) pa˚,p˚q is a mechanism and (ii) type t gets zero

payoff under pa˚,p˚q, then pa˚,p˚q is optimal.

Proof of Lemma 2. By the envelope theorem, under any mechanism pa,pq that gives type

t zero payoff, the profit to the seller must be Er
∑

b abptqφpb, tqs (see Myerson 1981). The

claim follows.

Step 1. Let t˚pbq :“ F´1p1´D˚pbqq be the unique cutoff type for bundle b, which is where

φpb, tq crosses 0 from below. Clearly,

D˚
pb1q ě D˚

pb2q ðñ t˚
pb1q ď t˚

pb2q .

A function gptq strictly single-crosses (from below) another function hptq on an interval

rt1, t2s if gptq ě hptq ùñ gpt1q ą hpt1q for all t ă t1 P rt1, t2s.

Lemma 3. For any b1 Ă b2, φpb2, tq strictly single-crosses φpb1, tq on rmaxpt˚pb1q, t˚pb2qq, ts.

Proof of Lemma 3. Observe that

φpb, tq “
dπpb,qq

dq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q“1´Fptq
.

By assumption, πpb2,qq´πpb1,qq is strictly quasi-concave on r0,minpD˚pb1q,D˚pb2qqs and

has at most one stationary point in r0,minpD˚pb1q,D˚pb2qqs which if exists is the maxi-

mum point in r0,minpD˚pb1q,D˚pb2qqs. The claim follows immediately.

For any b1 Ă b2, let

spb1,b2q :“ inf
s

!

s P T : φpb2, tq ą φpb1, tq for all t ą s
)

be the last crossing type of the virtual surplus functions for b1 and b2. Note that spb1,b2q is

always well-defined. Let

χpb1,b2q :“ φpb1, spb1,b2qq
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be the last crossing virtual surplus of b1 and b2. The next lemma shows that the sign of the

last crossing virtual surplus is determined by the ranking of the sales volumes:

Lemma 4 (Virtual surplus and sales volumes). For any b1 Ă b2,

sign
”

χpb1,b2q

ı

“ sign
”

D˚
pb1q ´D˚

pb2q

ı

.

Proof of Lemma 4. Observe that the claim holds if either spb1,b2q “ t or spb1,b2q “ t. Now

suppose that spb1,b2q P pt, tq. Observe that by Lemma 3, only the following three cases

can happen:

Case (1): spb1,b2q ą maxpt˚pb1q, t˚pb2qq and t˚pb1q ă t˚pb2q ;

Case (2): spb1,b2q ă minpt˚pb1q, t˚pb2qq and t˚pb1q ą t˚pb2q ;

Case (3): spb1,b2q “ minpt˚pb1q, t˚pb2qq “ maxpt˚pb1q, t˚pb2qq .

This argument is depicted in Figure 7 (in Section 4.1) in which we hold the relative posi-

tion of φpb1, tq and φpb2, tq fixed and vary the x-axis. The claim follows immediately.

Step 2. Let U be the set of undominated bundles. We now show that any dominated

bundle can be eliminated in the following sense:

Lemma 5 (Elimination of dominated bundles). We have

sup
a:TÑ∆pBq

E
”∑

b

abptqφpb, tq
ı

“ sup
a:TÑU

E
”∑

b

abptqφpb, tq
ı

.

Proof of Lemma 5. Note that by compactness and linearity, a solution to the left-hand side

exists and uses only deterministic assignments. Let a be any such a solution. Suppose

that there exists a dominated bundle b such that aptq “ b for some t P T (otherwise the

claim holds). First, observe that because the dominance relation ĺ is a partial order on a

finite set, any dominated bundle must also be dominated by some undominated bundle.

So there exists b1 P U that dominates b.

Second, observe that by Lemma 4, we have χpb,b1q ď 0, and therefore φpb1, tq ě φpb, tq

for all t ě t˚pbq, which implies that

max
␣

0,φpb1, tq
(

ě φpb, tq

for all t P T . Therefore, by replacing aptq from b to either ∅ or b1 for all types that are

previously assigned b, we can weakly improve the objective value. Since this argument

holds for all dominated bundles b, the claim follows.
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Step 3. Now, we construct a solution to

sup
a:TÑU

E

«∑
b

abptq
´

vpb, tq ´Cpbq ´
1 ´Fptq
f ptq

vtpb, tq
¯

ff

and show that it coincides with the allocation rule induced by the menu B and associated

prices constructed by Algorithm 1. Because the set of undominated bundles is nested, we

can write U “ t∅,b1, . . . , bmu with b1 Ă ¨¨ ¨ Ă bm. Moreover, we must also have

D˚
pb1q ą D˚

pb2q ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą D˚
pbmq .

For all j “ 1, . . . ,m, let

Vjptq :“ max
!

0,φpb1, tq, . . . ,φpbj , tq
)

be the envelope of the virtual surplus functions of the j smallest bundles (and the empty

bundle).

The next lemma shows that taking envelopes preserves single-crossing properties:

Lemma 6 (Single-crossing envelopes). φpbk , tq strictly single-crosses Vjptq for all j ă k.

Proof of Lemma 6. We prove this by induction on j.

Base case: Let j “ 1. Fix any k ą 1. Note that b1 Ă bk and D˚pb1q ą D˚pbkq. There-

fore, by Lemma 3, we have that φpbk , tq strictly single-crosses φpb1, tq on rt˚pbkq, ts, which

implies that φpbk , tq strictly single-crosses maxt0,φpb1, tqu “ V1ptq on rt, ts.

Inductive step: Suppose that for all k ą j ´ 1, φpbk , tq strictly single-crosses Vj´1ptq.

Fix any k ą j. We can write

Vjptq “ max
!

Vj´1ptq,max
␣

0,φpbj , tq
(

)

.

Note that

(i) φpbk , tq strictly single-crosses maxt0,φpbj , tqu (by the same argument as before);

(ii) φpbj , tq strictly single-crosses Vj´1ptq (by the inductive hypothesis);

(iii) φpbk , tq strictly single-crosses Vj´1ptq (by the inductive hypothesis).

Note that if any of the above crossings does not happen, then the claim for the inductive

step clearly holds. Otherwise, let tpk, jq, tpj, j´1q, and tpk, j´1q be the crossing points for

(i), (ii), and (iii), respectively.
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Now, because of the above single-crossing properties, observe that only the following

three cases can happen:

Case (1): tpk, j ´ 1q ă tpj, j ´ 1q in which case we must have tpk, jq ă tpk, j ´ 1q.

Case (2): tpk, j ´ 1q ą tpj, j ´ 1q in which case we must have tpk, jq ą tpk, j ´ 1q.

Case (3): tpk, j ´ 1q “ tpj, j ´ 1q in which case we must have tpk, jq “ tpk, j ´ 1q.

This argument is depicted in Figure 8 (in Section 4.1) in which we hold the positions of

Vj´1ptq and φpbj , tq fixed and vary φpbk , tq. The claim for the inductive step follows.

We now iteratively construct the following allocation rule:

Lemma 7 (Iterative construction). There exists a mapping a : T Ñ U such that

(i) φpaptq, tq “ Vmptq for all t.

(ii) aptq Ď apt1q for all t ă t1.

Proof of Lemma 7. Let ap0qptq “ ∅. For each i “ 1, . . . ,m:

1. Let tpi, i´1q be the type at which φpbi , tq strictly single-crosses Vi´1ptq (by Lemma 6).

Put tpi, i ´ 1q “ t if the crossing does not exist.

2. Let

apiq
ptq “

$

&

%

api´1qptq if t ď tpi, i ´ 1q ;

bi otherwise .

Let aptq “ apmqptq. Note that by induction, at each iteration i, we have for all t

φpapiq
ptq, tq “ max

!

Vi´1ptq, φpbi , tq
)

“ Viptq ;

and therefore for all t

φpaptq, tq “ Vmptq ,

proving part (i). Note also that, by induction, at each iteration i, we have for all t ă t1

apiq
ptq Ď apiq

pt1
q

because b Ă bi for any b P tapi´1qptqutPT . So aptq Ď apt1q for all t ă t1, proving part (ii).
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Let a: be the allocation rule constructed in Lemma 7. Order the bundles such that
␣

a:ptq
(

tPT “ t∅,b1, . . . , blu, where b1 Ă ¨¨ ¨ Ă bl , for some number l. For all j “ 1, . . . , l, let

spbjq “ inf
␣

t : a:ptq “ bj
(

. For all j “ 1, . . . , l, let

p:
pbjq “ vpbj , spbjqq ´

∑
iăj

`

vpbi , spbi`1qq ´ vpbi , spbiqq
˘

.

Because (i) the allocation rule a: is monotone in the set-inclusion order, and (ii) the in-

cremental value is monotone for any pair of nested bundles, observe that the prices p:

implement the allocation rule a:.

Now, by the construction of a: in Lemma 7, observe that (i) the set of assigned bundles
␣

a:ptq
(

tPT is exactly equal to the menu B constructed by Algorithm 1, (ii) we have that

1 ´Fpspbqq “ qpbq for all b P B, where the quantity qpbq is constructed in Algorithm 1, and

(iii) the price of upgrading from bi to bi`1 is given by

p:
pbi`1q ´ p:

pbiq “ vpbi`1, spbi`1qq ´ vpbi , spbi`1qq ,

coinciding with the upgrade price from bi to bi`1 constructed by Algorithm 1. Therefore,

a: is also the allocation rule induced by the menu and prices given by Algorithm 1.

Completion of the Proof of the Optimality Part. We have

E
”

φpa:
ptq, tq

ı

“ sup
a:TÑU

E
”∑

b

abptqφpb, tq
ı

(by Lemma 7)

“ sup
a:TÑ∆pBq

E
”∑

b

abptqφpb, tq
ı

. (by Lemma 5)

Therefore, by Lemma 2, selling the nested menu B Ď U given by Algorithm 1 is optimal

among all stochastic mechanisms. In addition, dropping any bundle b from the menu B

would result in a strictly suboptimal menu because, by the proof of Lemma 7, for any

b P B, we have

E
”

max
b1PBztbu

φpb1, tq
ı

ă E
”

max
b1PU

φpb1, tq
ı

“ E
”

φpa:
ptq, tq

ı

.

Therefore, the menu B is minimally optimal.

Proof of the Uniqueness Part. We now show that any optimal mechanism pa1,p1q must

be equivalent to the nested bundling mechanism constructed by Algorithm 1. Suppose,
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for contradiction, that pa1,p1q differs from our construction on a positive-measure set of

types. By the payoff equivalence theorem as in Lemma 2, it must be that the allocation

rule a1 differs from the allocation rule a: (constructed in Lemma 7) on a positive-measure

set of types. Let T ˚ be that set. By the proofs of Lemma 5 and Lemma 7, we have that for

all types t, ∑
b

a1
bptqφpb, tq ď max

bPU
φpb, tq “

∑
b

a:

bptqφpb, tq .

Let B :“ ta:ptqutPT . Order the bundles in B such that B “ t∅,b1, . . . , blu where b1 Ă ¨¨ ¨ Ă bl .

For all b P B, let Tb :“ tt : a:ptq “ bu. Note that there must exist some b: P B such that

P
`

t P T ˚
X Tb:

˘

ą 0 .

Note also that by the construction of the allocation rule a:, for all types t ă suptt : t P

T
∅

u “ t˚pb1q and all bundles b , ∅, we have φpb, tq ă 0. Thus, if b: “ ∅, then pa1,p1q must

be strictly suboptimal, which is impossible. Now suppose b: , ∅. By the same argument

as in the proof of Lemma 5, for any dominated bundle b1, there exists some undominated

b2 such that

φpb1, tq ă max
␣

0,φpb2, tq
(

for almost all t. Now, note that by the construction of a:, for any undominated bundle

b2 , b:, we have

max
␣

0,φpb2, tq
(

ă φpb:, tq

for almost all t P Tb: . These two observations imply that for any bundle b , b:, we have

φpb, tq ă φpb:, tq

for almost all t P Tb: . Then pa1,p1q must be strictly suboptimal. A contradiction.

A.2 Proof of Theorem 2

Proof of the Sufficiency Part. Note that this part follows directly from the proof of The-

orem 1. Now, we further show that this sufficiency part holds even if we only impose

monotone incremental values assumption and locally quasi-concave incremental profits

assumption on the set of pairs b1 Ă b2 where b2 P B. First, both Lemma 3 and Lemma 4

still hold for every pair b1 Ă b2 where b2 P B. Second, note that for every b1 < B, there

exists some b2 P B such that (i) b1 Ă b2 and (ii) D˚pb1q ď D˚pb2q. Therefore, by the same

proof as in Lemma 5, we have that it suffices to consider the allocation rules a : T Ñ B
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for the purpose of solving the relaxed problem. Third, note that for all b1,b2 P B such

that b1 Ă b2, we have that χpb1,b2q ą 0 (by Lemma 4). Therefore, by the same proof as

in Step 3 of the previous section (Lemma 6 and Lemma 7), we have that there exists an

allocation rule a : T Ñ B such that (i) a solves the relaxed problem and (ii) a is monotone

(in the set-inclusion order). Because the increasing differences property between vpb1, tq

and vpb2, tq still holds for all b1 Ă b2 such that b1,b2 P B, we have that the allocation rule

a is implementable, proving the result by Lemma 2. The prices can be constructed in the

same way as before.

Proof of the Necessity Part. Now, we prove the second statement of Theorem 2 by con-

tradiction. Suppose that selling menu B is optimal and that selling any proper subset of

menu B is not optimal.

Suppose, for contradiction, that either

(i) there exist b1 P B and b2 P B such that b1 Ă b2 and D˚pb1q ď D˚pb2q, or

(ii) there exists b1 < B such that D˚pb1q ą D˚pb2q for all non-empty b2 P B.

Step 1. Let

UB :“
!

b P B : b is not dominated by another bundle b1
P B

)

.

Note that for all b1 P BzUB, there exists b2 P UB such that for all t,

φpb1, tq ď max
␣

0,φpb2, tq
(

,

by the same argument in Step 2 of the previous section. Therefore, by the same arguments

in Step 2 and Step 3 of the previous section, there exists a mechanism pa,pq such that

a : T Ñ UB and pa,pq attains a profit of

E
”

max
bPB

␣

φpb, tq
(

ı

,

which is an upper bound on the profit of selling menu B. Because selling B is optimal,

this implies that the mechanism pa,pq must be an optimal mechanism.

Step 2. First, consider Case (i). Note that under Case (i), UB is a strict subset of B. Then,

because pa,pq is an optimal mechanism, we have that selling the menu UB is also optimal,

violating the minimal optimality of the menu B. Hence, this case cannot occur.
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Step 3. Now, consider Case (ii). We construct a strict improvement. Consider offering the

following new option in addition to the menu given by pa,pq: A lottery of getting bundle

b1 with probability ε, for a price of εˆ vpb1, t
˚pb1qq.

We compute the payoff to the monopolist after the addition of this new option. By

the payoff equivalence theorem as in Lemma 2, the profit change to the monopolist after

adding this new option can be computed as

E

«∑
b

a1
bptqφpb, tq

ff

´E

«∑
b

abptqφpb, tq

ff

,

where a1 is the induced allocation rule after the types re-adjust their optimal choices given

the new option.

Let b be the smallest non-empty bundle in B. By the construction of pa,pq, note that:

(i) all types t P rt, t˚pb1qq will not take this option ;

(ii) all types t P rt˚pb1q, t˚pbqq will switch from ∅ to this option ;

(iii) all types t P rt˚pbq, t:q will switch from b to this option, for some threshold t: .

First, we provide a lower bound on the gain in the virtual surplus. Because types in

rt˚pb1q, t˚pbqq will take this new option, the gain in the virtual surplus is at least

Gainpεq :“ εˆ

ż t˚pbq

t˚pb1q

φpb1, tqdFptq
looooooooooomooooooooooon

“:K

“ εK ą 0 ,

where the inequality K ą 0 uses the single-crossing property of φpb1, tq.

Now, we provide an upper bound on the loss in the virtual surplus. Note that any type

t who takes this option obtains a payoff that is at most

hpεq :“ εˆ
`

vpb1, tq ´ vpb1, t
˚
pb1qq

˘

loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon

“:Z

“ εZ .

Let b1 be the second smallest non-empty bundle in B (if it does not exist, put t˚pb1q “ 1

in what follows). Note that t˚pb1q ă t˚pbq ă t˚pb1q. By the construction of pa,pq, for any

δ P r0, t˚pb1q ´ t˚pbqs, we have

Upt˚
pbq ` δq “ vpb, t˚

pbq ` δq ´ vpb, t˚
pbqq ,
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where U denotes the indirect utility function under pa,pq. Let gpδq :“ Upt˚pbq ` δq. Note

that vpb, t˚pbqq ą 0 and hence vtpb, t
˚pbqq ą 0 by assumption. Thus, B`gp0q ą 0. Since g 1 is

continuous on r0,δs, there exist some constants δ P p0, t˚pb1q ´ t˚pbqq and M ą 0 such that

g 1pδq ě M for all δ P r0,δs. Let ε :“ gpδq ą 0. Note that for all ε P p0, εq, we have

g´1
pεq “

ż ε

0
pg´1

q
1
psqds “

ż ε

0

1
g 1pg´1psqq

ds ď
1
M

ε.

Note also that any type t P rt˚pbq, ts switches to this new option only if

Uptq ď hpεq .

Let

δpεq :“ g´1
phpεqq .

Then, observe that for all ε P p0, 1
Z εq, the loss in the virtual surplus is at most

Losspεq :“
ż t˚pbq`δpεq

t˚pbq

φpb, tqf ptqdt

ď δpεq ˆ max
tPrt˚pbq,t˚pbq`δpεqs

!

f ptqφpb, tq
)

loooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon

“:Φpεq

“ δpεq ˆΦpεq ď
Z
M

εˆΦpεq .

Observe that (i) Φp ¨ q is a continuous function (by Berge’s theorem), and (ii) Φp0q “ 0 since

φpb, t˚
pbqq “ 0 .

Therefore, there exists ε1
ą 0 such that for all ε P p0, ε1

q, we have

Φpεq ă
MK
Z

.

Now, pick any ε P
`

0, mint 1
Z ε, ε

1
u
˘

. We must have

Losspεq ď
Z
M

εΦpεq ă εK “ Gainpεq .

So pa,pq is strictly suboptimal. A contradiction. Figure 9 (in Section 4.2) illustrates this

argument with a two-item example. Note that this proof holds even if we only impose

monotone incremental values assumption and locally quasi-concave incremental profits
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assumption on the pairs of nested bundles where both bundles are in the menu B.
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